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Abstract: This paper presents object-oriented testbench architecture for APB based AHB interconnect which is based on universal verification methodology (UVM) to build an efficient and structured verification environment. UVM-SV based AHB System that follows AHB Protocol, consists three AHB master, four AHB slave, an AHB interconnect (Design Under test) and one APB configure model which communicate with each other on the AHB bus and APB configure model decodes slave address range and generates signals for slave selection reduces interface complexity. System verilog interfaces in the testbench and DUT and virtual interfaces in the class based test environment cannot make use of type parameterize, results in very cumbersome code. To overcome this problem, this paper is using approach of pushing the virtual interface into the configuration database from top-level using uvm_config_db to reuse verification test environment and APB based AHB interconnect functional model is implemented which is configured as UVM component from testbench using uvm_config_db. A uvm_config_db method allows reuse of UVM components easily and configures uniformly. This paper is showing how APB based AHB Interconnect testbench is build using a uvm_config_db. The simulations are done using Mentor Graphics advanced Questasim 10.0b simulator with UVM base class library version 1.1d.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Universal verification methodology (UVM) is a systematic way to build test environment, with rich set of standard rules and guidelines. UVM contains set of base class library that helps to build robust reliable and complex verification environment and reduces time to build testbench. On Feb 21, 2011 Accellera approved the 1.0 version of UVM with aim of make system verilog as an universal language [1,2,3]. Universal verification methodology supports Transaction Based Verification, coverage Driven Verification, Constrained Random Testing, and Assertion Based Verification that allow to keep enough small gap between verification capabilities and verification needs to get users the confidence level high sufficient to actually tape out their designs[4]. UVM based verification is used in many applications such as Smart-Sensor Systems[5], SPI[6], First Input-First Output (FIFO) buffer module and an I2C EEPROM module[7], Bluetooth Low Energy Controller[8], and AHB-Lite Protocol[9].

In UVM based verification of above applications, parameterized interfaces are used to connect static modules: SV testbench and DUT, and dynamic class which is verification environment, consists of dynamic objects. Interfaces are initialized in the testbench to access signals between DUT and test environment [10,11,12,13]. The drawback of parameterized interfaces is that, virtual interfaces which are handles on the SV interfaces must be same type specialization as SV interfaces. Using BFM model this problem can be solved. But for complex BFM, it cannot be...
reused and configured from the test verification environment, results in very cumbersome code [14]. All these problems can be solved by using UVM technology. The configuration database in the UVM helps in passing of objects and data to other components in the testbench to create reusable test environment [15,16]. This paper presents object-oriented UVM verification environment for APB based AHB interconnect to verify a communication between three AHB bus master and four AHB slave through an APB configuration model. and complex APB based AHB interconnect functional model is configured from testbench using uvm_config_db. Block diagram of UVM Testbench for APB based AHB Interconnect is shown in fig.1. This paper is using approach of pushing the virtual interface into the configuration database from top-level using uvm_config_db to reuse UVM component Agents from verification test environment. AHB and APB system verification interface are instantiated at top level module and AHB and APB virtual interface are handles on AHB and APB system verification interface respectively, added into database, thus it can be accessed to APB based AHB interconnect module and other component of UVM. AHB and APB interfaces stored into database are type parameterize.

2. UVM BASED TESTBENCH FOR APB BASED AHB INTERCONNECT

Basic building block of UVM based Testbench are components and transactions. A transaction is data item which is eventually or directly processed by DUT. UVM components are the static classes that make testbench architecture. These classes present live throughout the simulation. UVM component contain different features like Hierarchy Searching, Phasing, Configuring, Reporting, Factory and Transaction Recording. UVM Components are Agent, Driver, Monitor, Scoreboard and Sequencer which inbuilt in UVM libraries uvm_agent, uvm_driver, uvm_monitor, uvm_scoreboard and uvm_sequencer respectively. All these component are extended from uvm_component. UVM Transactions are sequence_item, sequence, virtual sequence. UVM Transactions are extended from uvm_object. UVM based Testbench for APB based AHB Interconnect is shown in Fig.1.

Fig. 1. UVM based Testbench Architecture for APB based AHB Interconnect.
A. AHB UVM Top Level Module

```verilog
module top;
    `include "test_lib.sv"
    reg clk, rst, pclk, prst;
    ahb_intf mvif0(clk, rst);
    ahb_intf mvi1(clk, rst);
    ahb_intf mvi2(clk, rst);
    ahb_intf svi0(clk, rst);
    ahb_intf svi1(clk, rst);
    ahb_intf svi2(clk, rst);
    ahp_intf svi3(clk, rst);
    apb_intf cvif(pclk, prst);
    initial begin
        clk = 0;
        forever #5 clk = ~clk;
    begin
        uvm_config_db#(virtual ahb_intf)::set(uvm_root::get(), "*", "mvif0", mvif0);
        uvm_config_db#(virtual ahb_intf)::set(uvm_root::get(), "*", "mvif1", mvif1);
        uvm_config_db#(virtual ahb_intf)::set(uvm_root::get(), "*", "mvif2", mvif2);
        uvm_config_db#(virtual ahp_intf)::set(uvm_root::get(), "*", "svi0", svi0);
        uvm_config_db#(virtual ahp_intf)::set(uvm_root::get(), "*", "svi1", svi1);
        uvm_config_db#(virtual ahp_intf)::set(uvm_root::get(), "*", "svi2", svi2);
        uvm_config_db#(virtual ahp_intf)::set(uvm_root::get(), "*", "svi3", svi3);
        uvm_config_db#(virtual apb_intf)::set(uvm_root::get(), "*", "cvif", cvif);
        run_test();
    end
endmodule
```

Fig. 2. AHB UVM Top Level Module

To allow the virtual interfaces to be widely accessible from anywhere within the testbench, instantiate interfaces in the top level and then need to be added virtual interfaces to the configuration database using the set() function of uvm_config_db as shown in fig2. To start search at the top of hierarchy, the first argument, uvm root::get() is used. Second argument of set() is wildcard, "*" which is used when the interface is available to all components. The third argument is the field name which is a label mvif0, mvif1, mvif2, svi0, svi1, svi2, svi3, & cvif, used for lookup. Finally, the value argument is the actual instance of the interface, mvif0, mvif1, mvif2, svi0, svi1, svi2, svi3, and cvif because configuration database entry is type parameterized to the SV interface. Clock(clk, pclk) and reset(rst, prst) signals for AHB system bus and APB peripheral bus are generated and run test UVM task is called here for running the test.

B. AHB Interconnect Module

AHB interconnect in this paper have AHB Masters, AHB Slaves and an APB Configure Model. An APB Configure Model decodes slave address range and generates one peripheral select signal to select corresponding slave. In APB Configure Model, APB access is program controlled which can be change later and single clock edge operation. APB Configure Model reduces interface complexity. Fig3 shows implementation of AHB interconnect functional model which can reuse from test verification environment. An ahb_ic
class ahb_ic extends uvm_component;
  int num_masters;
  int num_slaves;
  virtual ahb_intf mvif[];
  virtual ahb_intf svif[];
  virtual apb_intf cvif;
  bit [3:0] grant_master;
  bit [3:0] master_active;
  bit [3:0] slave_active;

  `uvm_component_utils_begin(ahb_ic)
    `uvm_field_int(num_masters, UVM_ALL_ON)
    `uvm_field_int(num_slaves, UVM_ALL_ON)
  `uvm_component_utils_end

  `NEW
  function void build_phase(uvm_phase phase);
    super.build_phase(phase);
  endfunction

  function void connect_phase(uvm_phase phase);
    super.connect_phase(phase);
    `display("num_masters=%d", num_masters);
    `display("num_slaves=%d", num_slaves);
    mvif = new[num_masters];
    svif = new[num_slaves];
    uvm_config_db#(virtual apb_intf)::get(this, "", "cvif", cvif);
    for (int i = 0; i < num_masters; i++) begin
      `$format(inst_name, "mvif%0d", i);
      uvm_config_db#(virtual ahb_intf)::get(this, "", inst_name, mvif[i]);
    end
    for (int i = 0; i < num_slaves; i++) begin
      `$format(inst_name, "svif%0d", i);
      uvm_config_db#(virtual ahb_intf)::get(this, "", inst_name, svif[i]);
    end
  endfunction

  task run_phase(uvm_phase phase);
    ........
  endtask
endclass

Fig. 3. AHB Interconnect Module.

class extends from predefined uvm_component base class then registers fields of the AHB interconnect with
UVM factory using micro uvm_component_utils then call ‘NEW’ function set parent variable then super.build
phase(phase) must be called in the `build_phase() function to automatically update the values of parameters of
ahb_ic class. To retrieve the virtual interfaces, say in ahb_ic from top level module, a get() on the configuration
database is used. The first argument of get() “this” is used as the context if a generic call to get() function is within
a class. third argument is field name which are labeled as cvif, inst name and inst name for APB, AHB master and
slave interface respectively and the value stored in this entry would be assigned to the cvif, mvif[i] and svif[i] property respectively. Finally task is run in run phase by calling the predefined UVM task run_phase (uvm_phase phase). Functionality of APB based AHB interconnect is written in task run_phase (uvm_phase phase).

C. AHB UVM Test Module

AHB_base_test is derived from the uvm_test class which instantiates environment. AHB_base_test creates directed test scenarios and test sequences for their design. Write followed by read test scenarios and test sequences for AHB system can be created as shown in fig4. APB Sequencer entering the configuration phase, will create

```verilog
class ahab_base_test extends umv_test;
    uvm_component_utils(ahab_base_test);
    ahab_env env;
    uvm_table_printer printer;
    NEW
    function void build_phase(uvm_phase phase);
        super.build_phase(phase);
        phase.phase_done.set_drain_time(this, 500);
        env = ahab_env.type_id:create("env", this);
        printer = new();
        printer.knobs.depth = 3;
    endfunction

    function void end_of_elaboration();
        uvm_info(get_type_name(), sprintf("Printing the test topology: %s", this.printer()), UVM_LOW)
    endfunction

task run_phase(uvm_phase phase);
    super.run_phase(phase);
endtask
endclass

class ahab_wr_rd_test extends ahab_base_test;
    uvm_component_utils(ahab_wr_rd_test)
    function new(string name, uvm_component parent);
    super.new(name, parent);
    endfunction

    function void build_phase(uvm_phase phase);
        uvm_config_db#(int)::set(this, ":", "num masters", 3);
        uvm_config_db#(int)::set(this, ":", "num slaves", 4);
    endfunction

default_sequence
    default_sequence, ahab_wr_rd_seq:get_type();
    uvm_config_db#(umv_object_wrapper):set(this, "env.magen[0].sql.main_phase", "default_sequence", ahab_wr_rd_seq:get_type());
    uvm_config_db#(umv_object_wrapper):set(this, "env.magen[1].sql.main_phase", "default_sequence", ahab_wr_rd_seq:get_type());
    uvm_config_db#(umv_object_wrapper):set(this, "env.magen[3].sql.main_phase", "default_sequence", ahab_wr_rd_seq:get_type());
    super.build_phase(phase);
endfunction
```

Fig. 4. AHB UVM Test Module

an instance of the apb_config_seq sequence. AHB Master and AHB Slave Sequencer entering the main phase, will create an instance of the ahab_wr_rd_seq sequence. All sequence will randomize and start executing. uvm_config_db#(int)::set(this, "*:", "num masters", 3) is used to get 3 AHB Master agent and uvm config db#(int)::set(this, "*:", "num slaves", 4) is used to get 4 AHB slave agent. Questasim 10.0b simulator is printed test topology for write followed by read test case shown in fig5.
D. AHB UVM Test Environment

AHB UVM test environment as shown in fig 6 encapsulates APB Agent, AHB Master Agent and AHB Slave Agent. The ahb_env_class is drived from the uvm_env class, registered the field of uvm_env base class, then call uvm object NEW to set parent class uvm_env variables. The test environment merely has a handle on the Agent, as can be seen by the identical numbers in the Value column in fig5.
E. AHB UVM Agents

For APB based AHB Interconnect Testbench Architecture, this paper implements three AHB master agent, four AHB slave agent and one APB agent. The basic function of Agent is just an encapsulation of monitor, sequencer and driver as shown in fig.5. UVM Agent can be configured as ‘ACTIVE’ where all the components will run, or as ‘PASSIVE’ where only monitor component is running through configuration attribute ‘is_active’. By default, UVM Agent is ‘ACTIVE’.

```
class ahb_env extends uvm_env;

    apb_agent pagent;
    ahb_master_agent magent[];
    ahb_slave_agent sagent[];
    ahb_ic ic;
    'NEW

    function void build_phase(uvm_phase phase);
        super.build_phase(phase);
        pagent = apb_agent::type_id::create("pagent", this);
        magent = new[num_masters];
        for (int i = 0; i < num_masters; i++) begin
            $sformat(inst_name, "magent[%d]", i);
            magent[i] = ahb_master_agent::type_id::create(inst_name, this);
            uvm_config_db#(int)::set(this, {inst_name,"*"}, "master_no", i);
        end
    end

    sagent = new[num_slaves];
    for (int i = 0; i < num_slaves; i++) begin
        $sformat(inst_name, "sagent[%d]", i);
        sagent[i] = ahb_slave_agent::type_id::create(inst_name, this);
        uvm_config_db#(int)::set(this, {inst_name,"*"}, "slave_no", i);
    end

    ic = ahb_ic::type_id::create("ic", this);
endfunction
endclass
```

Fig. 6. AHB UVM Test Environment.

1. **AHB_Master_Agent**: AHB_Master_Agent as shown in fig 7 is UVM verification components (UVC) which is responsible for generating transactions. AHB_Master_Agent is extended from uvm_agent base class. Same Agent code is instantiated for each AHB master interface.
2. **AHB_Slave_Agent**: AHB_Slave_Agent as shown in fig 8 is UVM verification components (UVC) which is responsible for responding to master requests. AHB_Slave_Agent is also extended from uvm agent base class. Same Agent code is instantiated for each AHB slave interface.

3. **APB_Agent**: APB_Agent as shown in fig 9 is UVM verification components (UVC) which is responsible for configuring slave address space range. APB Agent is also
extended from uvm_agent base class for APB interface.

F. AHB UVM Drivers

The uvm_driver has inbuilt sequence_item handle instance (req) and TLM ports to communicate with the sequencer. It drives sequences into the DUT through the interface after fetching it from the Sequencer through the TLM port.

1. **AHB_Master_Driver**: AHB master driver is extended from uvm_driver base class. Virtual interface on AHB interface ahb_intf in AHB_Master_Driver is retrieved by doing a get() on the configuration database as shown in fig 10. After getting virtual interface handle vif on AHB interface ahb_intf, AHB_Master_Driver classes connect UVM AHB Master Sequencer using TLM port to get sequence item of AHB Master and drive one complete transaction: Arbitration phase + Multiple address phase + Multiple data phases of AHB Master to DUT interface in run phase.
2. **AHB_Slave_Driver**: AHB_Slave_Driver is also extended from uvm_driver base class. Virtual interface on AHB interface ahb_intf in AHB slave driver is retrieved by doing a get() on the configuration database. After getting virtual interface handle vif on AHB interface ahb_intf, AHB_Slave_Driver classes drive response back to master requests to DUT interface in run phase. Fig11 shows connect phase of AHB_Slave_Driver in which virtual interfaces are retrieved.
3. **APB_Driver**: APB_Driver class as shown in fig 12 is also extended from uvm_driver base class. Virtual interface on APB interface apb_intf in APB_Driver class is retrieved by doing a get() on the configuration database. After getting virtual interface handle vif on APB interface apb_intf, APB_Driver class connects UVM APB Sequencer using TLM port to get APB sequence items and drives it to DUT interface in run phase.

```plaintext
class apb_driver extends uvm_driver #(apb_tx);

function void connect_phase(uvm_phase phase);
    super.connect_phase(phase);
    uvm_report_info("APB_DRV", "DRIVER APB", UVM_NONE);
    uvm_config_db #(virtual apb_intf):=get(this, "", "cvif", vif);
    if (!uvm_config_db #(virtual apb_intf):=get(this, "", name, vif)) begin
        `uvm_error("APB_DRV", "APB IF not registered");
    end
endfunction

task run_phase(uvm_phase phase);
endtask
endclass
```

Fig. 11. AHB Slave Driver.

Fig. 12. APB Driver
G. AHB Slave Monitor

AHB Slave Monitor as shown in fig 13 is extended from uvm_monitor base class. AHB Slave Monitor is a passive component, it does not drive any signal into the DUT. Virtual interface on AHB interface ahb_intf in AHB slave monitor class is retrieved by doing a get() on the configuration database. If flag master slave f is “1”, virtual interface on AHB interface ahb_intf retrieves for AHB master otherwise for AHB slave. After getting virtual interface handle vif on AHB interface ahb_intf, AHB slave monitor builds observed transaction and pass them onto scoreboard via an analysis port.

```
class ahb_slave_monitor extends uvm_monitor;
    int master_no;
    int slave_no;
    int master_slave_f;
    string inst_name;
    `uvm_component_utils(ahb_slave_monitor)
    virtual ahb_intf vif;
    uvm_analysis_port#(ahb_tx)ap;
    `NEW
    `BUILD_PHASE

    function void connect_phase(uvm_phase phase);
        super.connect_phase(phase);
        if(master_slave_f == 1) begin
            $sformat(inst_name,"mvif%0d", master_no);
        end
        if(master_slave_f == 0) begin
            $sformat(inst_name,"svif%0d", slave_no);
        end
        uvm_config_db#(virtual ahb_intf)::get(this,"", inst_name, vif);
        if(!uvm_config_db#(virtual ahb_intf)::get(this,"", inst_name, vif)) begin
            `uvm_error("AHB_MON", "AHB IF not registered");
        end
    endfunction

    task run_phase(uvm_phase phase);
        ............
        ............
    endtask
endclass
```

Fig. 13. AHB Slave Monitor

H. AHB Master UVM Sequencer, AHB Slave UVM Sequencer, APB UVM Sequencer

When multiple sequences are running in parallel, Sequencer is responsible for arbitrating between parallel sequences. When requests for new transaction are initiated by driver then upon such requests, a sequence from a list of available sequences is selected by the sequencer. After that sequencer produces and delivers the next transaction item to execute. The uvm_sequencer has inbuilt TLM interface ‘sequence_item_export’ and ‘rst_export’ to communicate with uvm_driver.
I. AHB UVM Sequence

Stimulus transactions of AHB for ahb_wr_rd_seq and of APB Configuration model for apb_config_seq are created inside a UVM sequence extended from uvm_sequence base class.

J. AHB UVM Sequence item

AHB and APB sequence item class are driven from uvm_sequence_item to add AHB and APB field and constrains respectively. In APB sequence item class, constrain for address space range of slave is added. In AHB sequence item class, constrains are added for address space at different length of transfer, for transaction size at different burst and for order of solving length before burst.

K. AHB UVM Sequence Library

A Sequence Library class is a repository of sequences of AHB Master, AHB Slave and APB configure data type. To enhance reusability, Sequence Library class encapsulates in a package and base sequence, AHB sequences and APB sequences are added to package.

2. RESULTS

The simulation has done using Mentor Graphics advanced Questasim 10.0b simulator with UVM base class library version 1.1d. Questasim 10.0b simulator tool is developed by Mentor Graphics for advanced functional verification like Transaction Based Verification, coverage Driven Verification, Constrained Random Testing, and Assertion Based Verification.

The simulation result for single burst Write followed by Read test case is shown in fig15. There are 8 interconnect registers. Whenever there is apb write transaction, the ahb interconnect model should be updated to program the register fields. In fig15 when apb signals pwrite and penable is high, First register is programmed with address 32’h100 and data 32’h10000000. Second register is programmed with address 32’h104 and data...
32'h30000000. Third register is programmed with address 32'h108 and data 32'h40000000. Fourth register is programmed with address 32'h10c and data 32'h60000000. Fifth register is programmed with address 32'h110 and data 32'h70000000. Sixth register is programmed with address 32'h114 and data 32'h90000000. Seventh register is programmed with address 32'h118 and data 32'ha0000000. Last register is programmed with address 32'h11c and data 32'hc0000000. The starting address of slave s0 is represented by data value 32'h10000000 of register having address 32'h100. The ending address slave s0 is represented by data 32'h30000000 of register having address 32'h104. The starting address of slave s1 is represented by data value 32'h40000000 of register having address 32'h108. The ending address slave s1 is represented by data 32'h60000000 of register having address 32'h10c. The starting address of slave s2 is represented by data value 32'h70000000 of register having address 32'h110. The ending address slave s2 is represented by data 32'h90000000 of register having address 32'h114. The starting address of slave s3 is represented by data value 32'ha0000000 of register having address 32'h118. The ending address slave s3 is represented by data 32'hc0000000 of register having address 32'h11c. The minimum address space that is allocated to each slave is 1kB. At 85ns clock is changing low to high, AHB master mvif0 gets grant. At 95ns clock is changing low to high, AHB master mvif0 sends address control signal.

Fig. 15. Single Burst for Write followed by Read Test case

The value of address is 32'h10ddb97c. The value of control signal hburst = 000, indicates single burst transfer and hwrite = 1 indicates write transfer. Control signal htrans value is 10 for the transfer indicating non sequential transfer. Control signal Hsize = 000 indicating halfword transfer. At 105ns APB configuration module decodes slave address range based on AHB master mvif0 sending address 32'h10ddb97c and generates signal to select slave s0. The AHB Slave s0 receive address and control signal and send back hresp=00, indicating ok response and ready signal. At 115ns AHB master mvif0 send ready signal and at 125ns it send data 32'h97db5cd and AHB slave s0 receive that data. Now AHB master mvif0 wants to read the data from slave. Then again AHB master mvif0 which highest priority gets grant at 135ns. AHB master mvif0 sends address and control signal at 145ns. The value of address is 32'h229ee8bd. The value of control signal hburst = 000, hwrite = 0, Hsize = 011 and htrans = 00. Based on address signal of AHB master mvif0, slave s0 is selected at 155ns and it receives address and control signal of AHB master mvif0 and send back ready signal. At 165ns slave s0 sends data 32'h12345678. Fig2 is showing printed test topology for write followed by read test case. UVM report summary is shown in fig 4 which indicates no error in design, execution time is 175ns and number of iteration is 100. As compare to verilog based testbench (which has Execution time in milli seconds) and system verilog based testbench (which has Execution time in micro seconds), universal verification methodology-system verilog (UVM-SV) based testbench has less Execution time (in nano seconds) and number of iteration because of uvm config db method.
4. CONCLUSION

uvm_config_db is used when the UVM component is available for other component because it does not create new copies of that UVM component. Thus in this paper, uvm_config_db makes APB and AHB virtual interfaces available to multiple AHB master agents, AHB slave agents, an APB agent and AHB interconnect functional model by pushing the virtual interfaces into configuration database from top level. Pushing virtual interfaces into database and retrieving virtual interfaces from database is done by set() and get() function of uvm_config_db respectively. Reusing and configuring same AHB master and slave agent from Test Environment multiple times instead code multiple times reduces the time to build testbench of APB based AHB interconnect. Indirectly, time to market will also be reduced. In this paper, four AHB master, three AHB slave and one APB agent is used in test environment. Number of agent can be increase/decrease by changing last argument in set() and / or get() function of uvm_config_db as per requirement and uvm_config_db::set connect two interface (AHB and APB interface) to seven agent and AHB interconnect model with very less afford.
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